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QUESTION 1

What is the optimal way to migrate Hyper-V virtual machines to new storage locations without disruption? 

A. mirror the volumes hosting the virtual machines to the new storage locations and break the mirrors 

B. migrate the virtual machines to their new storage locations with the Storage Migration Wizard Hyper-V option 

C. drag the volumes containing the virtual machines to their new storage locations in the Veritas Enterprise
Administrator 

D. create volumes on the new storage locations and copy data from the volumes hosting the virtual machines 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

What are the two modes of operation for paths to an array? (Select two.) 

A. Dynamic Least Queue Depth 

B. active/active 

C. RoundRobin with Subset 

D. Balanced Path 

E. active/passive 

Correct Answer: BE 

 

QUESTION 3

What are two advantages of a properly configured mirrored volume layout? (Select two.) 

A. improves volume capacities with multiple plexes 

B. improves disk storage usage with multiple disks 

C. improves read performance with multiple plexes 

D. improves write performance with multiple plexes 

E. improves availability by providing redundancy 

Correct Answer: CE 

 

QUESTION 4



An administrator changes the default value for Process agent attributes RestartLimit to 2 and ConfInterval to 180. The
Process resource faulted and Veritas Cluster Server (VCS) restarted the resource. The Process resource faults again
after surviving a stable online period of 4 minutes. VCS restarts the resource. How will VCS behave if the Process
resource fails again after surviving a stable online period of 2 minutes? 

A. VCS restarts the resource. 

B. VCS faults the resource. 

C. VCS waits for user intervention. 

D. VCS offlines the resource. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

Which Veritas Storage Foundation and High Availability Solutions 6.0 for Windows installation option is added to the
Veritas Cluster Server (VCS) Volume Manager Diskgroup (VMDG) agent to reduce 

downtime? 

A. Volume Replicator (VVR) 

B. Fast Failover 

C. Global Cluster Option (GCO) 

D. FlashSnap 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 6

An organization has a three node cluster with a web service group and a database service group. The database service
group must start first and the web service group can start on any server. It is preferable that the two service groups
reside on separate servers. Which service group dependency will allow the database service group to fail over to any
server, even the same server as the web service group, if a critical resource in the database service group faults? 

A. online global 

B. online local 

C. online remote 

D. offline local 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 7



Which two system configuration items must be verified for Veritas Cluster Server (VCS) compatibility? (Select two.) 

A. the processors are 32 bit 

B. the number of NICs on each system 

C. the amount of memory on each system 

D. the number of processors on each system 

E. the number of HBAs 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 8

One of the disks in a disk group is shown as Foreign. Which action should be taken? 

A. right-click the disk group and select Merge Foreign Disk 

B. right-click the disk and select Merge Foreign Disk 

C. right-click the disk group and select Import Foreign Disk D. right-click the disk and select Import Foreign Disk 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 9

Which Veritas Storage Foundation and High Availability Solutions 6.0 for Windows installation option uses the wide-area
connector process for inter-cluster communication? 

A. Fast Failover 

B. Volume Replicator (VVR) 

C. DMP Device Specific Modules (DSM) 

D. Global Cluster Option (GCO) 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 10

Which feature is available when Veritas Cluster Server (VCS) is configured in secure mode? 

A. SSL to encrypt communication between cluster nodes 

B. a single sign-on mechanism to connect to a cluster 

C. an isolated and secure environment for running applications 



D. root broker configured in a stand-alone system outside cluster 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 11

Which feature is used to improve initial mirror synchronization time? 

A. FastResync 

B. SmartSnap 

C. FastSync 

D. SmartMove 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 12

An administrator wants Veritas Cluster Server (VCS) to send a notification when an event occurs related to the agent\\'s
resource type. Which attribute does the recipient need to add? 

A. AgentOwner 

B. TypeOwner 

C. ResourceOwner 

D. ClusterOwner 

Correct Answer: B 
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